Managed SD-WAN

Managed SD-WAN
To support modern bandwidth requirements, companies are turning to SD-WAN to
better prioritize and direct network traffic with the ultimate goal of improving application
performance and controlling costs. When starting an SD-WAN project, businesses often
focus on evaluating and selecting a provider based on the technology. However, SDWAN is not a plug-and-play service, no matter what the vendor promises. You want to
get the technology right, but it’s even more important to get the implementation right. If
your SD-WAN installation isn’t configured correctly into your network design, you could
face high costs and even project failure.

The BCM One SD-WAN Advantage
When you work with BCM One, you not only deploy the optimal SD-WAN solution for
your business, you implement the solution correctly—and you can offload the burden of
managing all the connectivity circuits and carriers. Hence we offer Managed SD-WAN.
We’ve got you covered across every stage of your SD-WAN initiative.
There are various advantages of working with BCM One instead of purchasing your SDWAN solution directly from a SD-WAN provider:
• Vendor selection: Our certified network engineers have carefully hand-selected
leading SD-WAN providers that we trust, and therefore that we have partnered with.
We’ll assess your network requirements and select the best SD-WAN solution based on
your business, technical and budgetary requirements.
• Successful implementation: Our specialized SD-WAN implementation team of certified
network engineers will deploy your SD-WAN solution right the first time around.
• Ongoing management: Based on our rich telecom history and relationships with
carriers globally, you can confidently turn over the SD-WAN management headache to
BCM One.
• Proactive monitoring: Our 24x7 proactive network monitoring tool, VitalView™, provides
extra insurance for optimal performance.

Benefits of SD-WAN
with BCM One
• Transport and carrier
agnosticism: Choose
any provider on a perlocation basis for the most
bandwidth at the best cost
• Intelligent path control:
Application flows are
steered through the best
available path for a great
end-user experience
• Application visibility and
optimization: Monitor and
report on all applications
running on the network
with granular control
• Secure connectivity:
Use the latest encryption
technologies on overlay
tunnels with options to
add in firewall functions
• Centralized management:
All devices are controlled
from a single portal,
no matter how many
locations you have
• VitalView™: Our proactive
24x7 monitoring tool is
incorporated into your
SD-WAN solution

In summary, the gaps BCM One fills with an SD-WAN solution include: pre-sales
engineering, project management, implementation support, billing aggregation and Day
2 support.
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